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Smart Door Locks

Smart Bedroom Door Lock With
Fingerprint Technology Zymak BDL-

From: ৳ 3,999

Smart Door Locks

Biometric Smart Door Lock Zymak SDL-
500F With RFID And Virtual Password

৳ 7,999 ৳ 9,999

Smart Door Locks

Digital Password Door Lock Zymak
SDL-700D With Smart Technology

From: ৳ 6,999

Smart Door Locks

Fingerprint Door Lock Zymak SDL700F
With App Unlock Password IC Card And

৳ 9,999 ৳ 12,000

Smart Door Locks

Smart Door Lock With Camera Zymak

Smart Door Locks

Zymak GL75 Smart Fingerprint Glass
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https://www.zymak.com.bd/smart-door-lock-bangladesh/
https://www.zymak.com.bd/gl-75-smart-fingerprint-glass-door-lock/
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Smart Door Lock Price in Bangladesh:
Order Now For Enhanced Security and
Convenience | zymak.com.bd

Introduction to the smart door lock technology
In today’s digital era, smart home technology has revolutionized the way we

secure our homes. Among the various smart home devices available, smart

door locks have gained huge popularity due to the advanced security features

and convenience these door locks offer. Nowadays, interior design and home

renovation are very common in BD. Almost everyone wants to stay ahead of

technology and decorate their homes. However, smart door locks can offer

other benefits beyond decoration. In fact, these door locks can enhance your

home security and also make your life easier. Thus, smart door locks are not

just a luxury but a necessity. In this article, we will compare the price of smart

door locks in Bangladesh and provide a detailed overview of the different

unlocking methods, such as fingerprint, password, RFID card, key, and app-

based unlocking.

SDL800FC

৳ 13,500 ৳ 16,500

Door Lock Tuya WiFi

৳ 12,000

https://www.zymak.com.bd/smart-door-lock-camera-sdl800fc-bangladesh/
https://www.zymak.com.bd/gl-75-smart-fingerprint-glass-door-lock/


Smart Door Lock Price in Bangladesh
When it comes to smart door lock prices in Bangladesh, Zymak BD offers a

range of options to suit your budget and requirements. The prices may vary

based on the brand, model, features, and functionality of the smart door lock.

Let’s compare the different types of smart door lock prices in BD.

Fingerprint Door Lock Price in BD/Bangladesh
Fingerprint door locks rank among the most secure and convenient door

locks in BD. These door locks use biometric technology and can be unlocked

using your fingerprint. Because of the biometric technology, these locks are

also known as Biometric Door Locks. Just press your thumb on the fingerprint

recognition panel and the door is unlocked. It’s that easy! There is no hassle of

carrying any keys or remembering the password. Fingerprint door lock price

in BD starts from BDT 9000 and can go upto 30,000 Taka. The price can vary

depending on the brand, specifications, and unlock options available. Some

popular brands offering fingerprint door locks in Bangladesh include ZKTeco,

Tuya, Smart Life, SmartX, RFL, Xiaomi, and Zymak. Among these brands,

ZKTeco and Xiaomi are often overpriced due to their brand value and

popularity. However, if you have a limited budget and looking for more

affordable alternatives, you can also explore other brands. Other brands can

also offer similar unlocking options at a much lower price point. Here at Zymak

BD, we offer a wide variety of fingerprint door locks at the most competitive

prices. Feel free to browse our collection and compare the fingerprint door

locks price in Bangladesh.

Why You Should Buy a Fingerprint Door Lock?

Fingerprint door locks are not just a luxury but a necessity. When compared to

traditional door locks, fingerprint door locks excel in all aspects. If you’re using

a standard door lock, you have to deal with the inconvenience of carrying

physical keys while also worrying about your keys getting lost. However, with a

fingerprint door lock, you don’t need to carry any keys; you can simply unlock

the door using your fingerprint. This significantly simplifies your daily life and

eliminates hassle. These biometric door locks are also highly convenient for



multi-user access by allowing multiple fingerprints to be registered. Buying a

fingerprint door lock can be a lifesaver if you have multiple family members.

You can easily register the fingerprints of all your family members, granting

them seamless access to the door lock.

Password Door Lock Price in BD/Bangladesh
Password door locks provide an alternative unlocking method using a unique

digital password or PIN. These locks are easy to set up and can be unlocked

by entering the correct password. Often, the password is numeric, so these

smart door locks are also known as digital door locks. The prices of

password door locks in Bangladesh start from BDT 7000 and are usually

much cheaper than fingerprint door locks. Now, let’s discuss the advantages

and disadvantages of fingerprint and digital door locks in BD.

Fingerprint Door Lock vs Password Door Lock

Both types of door locks stand out from traditional/standard door locks by

eliminating the need for a physical key. However, if you are concerned about

the security of your home and want to buy a safer and more convenient door

lock, then fingerprint door locks are the right choice. Fingerprint door locks

can only be unlocked by the fingerprints registered to the system, ensuring

that an authorized person must be present. There is no chance for anyone

else to be able to unlock the door. On the other hand, with a password or

digital door lock, anyone who knows the password can unlock the door.

Therefore, password door locks lack security when compared to fingerprint

door locks. With a fingerprint door lock, you can unlock it in front of anyone,

but with a digital or password door lock, you have to type the password

secretly so that no one else knows it.



RFID Card Door Locks or Hotel Door Locks
Available In BD
RFID card unlocking is another convenient method provided by smart door

locks. These locks come with RFID card readers that allow users to unlock the

door by waving or tapping an authorized card. These types of door locks are

very common in hotels and resorts; hence, RFID card door locks are also

known as hotel door locks. The prices for RFID card smart door locks in

Bangladesh start from 6500 TK. Reputable brands such as Zymak offer

reliable RFID card unlocking options. If you are looking for a hotel door lock,

RFID card door locks can be the best choice. RFID technology is quite similar

to NFC and IC card technology. We also have door locks with NFC or IC card

unlock. Check our website and compare the prices of hotel door locks in BD.

Key Unlock Mortise Door Locks In Bangladesh
Traditional key unlocking is still a backup feature available in smart door locks.

In case the batteries run out of power or if the electronic lock system is not

functioning properly, users can unlock the door with a physical key. Door lock

prices in Bangladesh can vary depending on the design and durability of the

mortise lock. Usually, the prices of door locks in BD start from 800 taka and

can go up to 3500 BDT. Bedroom door locks are usually cheaper than main

door locks. This is because main door locks are often larger, and heavier, and

use high-security mortise locks.

App Unlock Door Locks From Zymak
With the rise of smart home systems, many smart door locks can now be

unlocked using dedicated mobile apps. Apps such as Tuya, Smart Life, and TT

Lock app provide convenient control and monitoring features. App unlock

smart door locks is available in Bangladesh at prices starting from BDT 7500.

Smart door locks with app unlock can offer many security benefits. For

example, you can generate OTP (One-Time Password) directly from the app

and share it with your guests, set the door lock operation time, remotely

unlock the door via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, configure the smart door lock, and do

much more using the smart door lock app. In fact, some apps can also be

connected to Amazon Alexa and Google Home devices, adding more

functionality.

Smart Door Lock with Camera
Experience advanced security and convenience with a smart door lock

equipped with a built-in camera in Bangladesh. This all-in-one device serves



as a video doorbell and door camera, providing enhanced security and

monitoring capabilities.

Smart door locks with camera prices in Bangladesh typically start from BDT

12500. While the price of a door camera in BD starts from 5000 Taka and can

go as high as 15000 BDT. When you consider the value and price ratio,

investing in a smart door lock with an integrated camera proves to be a more

sensible choice compared to purchasing a separate door camera or video

doorbell.

Why you should buy Smart Door Locks?

Auto Lock

The first and most common feature of a smart door lock is the auto lock

function. This function is available in all smart door locks in Bangladesh. It is

an essential feature that can make your life hassle-free and give you peace of

mind. With normal door locks, we always have to worry about whether we

have locked the door or not. But with smart door locks, we do not need to

bother about locking the door. Smart door locks have the auto lock function.

Key Is Not Mandatory

For a standard door lock, you must have the keys to unlock the door. However,

with smart door locks, using the key is not mandatory. All smart door locks

can be unlocked without the need for a physical key. You can simply use your

fingerprint, type your password, or tap the RFID card to unlock the door. You

will only need the keys in case the batteries run out of power or if the

electronic lock stops functioning. So there is no need to carry the keys all the

time, and you no longer have to worry about losing them.

Multi-User Access

Standard door locks usually come with 2 or 4 keys included. This means that

only 2 or 4 people can unlock the door. However, with a smart door lock,

hundreds of users can be registered and given access to the door lock. So if

you have multiple family members in your home or if you are thinking of buying

a door lock for an office, smart door locks can meet your requirements.

Imagine you left your home without the keys, and when you return home, no

one is inside to unlock the door. Smart door locks can be a lifesaver in that

situation because you don’t need the keys to unlock them. So you can unlock

the door and enter your home.

Secured and Convenient

Compared to standard door locks, fingerprint door locks are much more

secure and convenient. The security benefits and convenience of smart door

locks have already been mentioned throughout the article. We have also

mentioned the prices of various types of door locks in Bangladesh. Now, if



you compare the price of a standard door lock with a smart door lock, the

price difference is not much. It means you can buy a smart door lock with only

a slight increase in your budget. Hence, smart door locks are completely

worth the price and offer great value for money.
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Got Questions ? Call us (11
a.m to 9 p.m)

01777163785


